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New CRIS technology
• CRIS + PDF.js + hypothes.is allow researchers making 

a fragmentation and annotating of papers in PDF  

• CRIS + semantic linkage technique allows researchers 
making research relationships among papers’ 
fragments, annotations, whole papers, etc. 

• Researchers - CRIS users - can manipulate and re-use 
research outputs in some new ways 

• Researchers can have scholarly communication in 
some new forms

http://hypothes.is


Illustrations from 
SocioRePEc 

https://sociorepec.org/





All papers in PDF can be 
fragmented and annotated



Fragmentation and 
annotating







Possible use cases
A research can make actions with a selected fragment: 

a) to make a private or a public comment to the selected 
fragment (similar to hypothes.is, ResearchGate, etc.)

b) to classify selected fragment and save it for further 
personal usage or share it with a group of colleagues or 
with the whole community;  

c) to use the fragment as a base for creating his/her 
micro research outputs for personal or public reuse 

http://hypothes.is


Micro research outputs
1. An annotation (just making comments to selected 

fragments) 

2. A research quotation (just sharing interesting fragments)  

3. A research assertion (as a nanopublication) 

4. A research artefact (new research results based on 
selected fragments) 

5. A research relationship (new research results 
discovered dependences between two outputs)



Relationships, 
manipulation and re-use



Any output can be used to 
create a new output 



A researcher creates a 
semantic network of outputs 



Any two outputs can be 
linked by relationships



Relationships can visualise  
usage and opinion options



Scholarly 
communication



Public manipulation with outputs 
initiates public scholarly 

communication



Author of the used paper 
suggests cooperation



Public consensus network



Pre-publication communication

When a user creates micro research output, CRIS 
initiates direct communication between the authors of 
a paper, from which a fragment were taken, and the 
researcher-users, who used this fragment to create 
the new micro output 

It is the pre-publication communication, because 
CRIS connects authors and researcher-users before 
the users composed his/her micro outputs as a 
manuscript and publish it as a traditional paper



Interactive mode of usage 



Interactive usage mode as a 
part of the global scholarly 
communication mechanism



About SocioRePEc
• SocioRePEc (https://sociorepec.org/) is based on 

the Socionet CRIS technology 

• RePEc.org provides CERIF compatible data to 
SocioRePEc, including OrgUnit, Pers, ResPub 
entities, in total 2+ millions objects in Economics 

• SocioRePEc is an open and public CRIS for 50K+ 
users registered at RePEc Authors Service


